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Configures a key that will be used for AES authentication. You can use this key to decrypt the encrypted data received from a listener. It is recommended to choose a key that is unique for each listener. To show all options, leave the configuration as is. Under the hood, the KMDriver enables a driver for the Windows Cryptographic Service (CAPI). When using the KMDriver, the key
can be set and will be used for encrypting the whole trace. You must have WinCrypt 5.2 (or later) and OpenSSL libraries installed to be able to use the KMDriver. Note The special function "DisableKMDriver" disables the KMDriver for the Trace Collector (and all other plugins) and hence will completely stop the PCAP creation. Select the protocol version number of the Netflow

trace that should be collected. The Netflow trace is stored as 1.1.1.1.1.1.1 if it is version 11, 1.2.1.1.1.1.1 if it is version 12 and so on. The Netflow trace is stored in an XML file and has to be in a directory that is part of the "PCAPs" folder. The default directory is C:\PCAP. If the directory does not exist, it will be created. Note You can not directly open the PCAP file since it is an
XML file. The trace is stored as a Base64 encoded string (you will see the reference "Base64..." in the XML output). Note There are limitations of using the XML file. It does not support all RFCs and additional parameters for a Netflow trace that should be in the file. For example, you will not be able to see the flow start time or show the number of flows. It is recommended to keep
the Netflow files on a different file system than the rest of the PCAP data. If this is not possible, the XML file needs to be encoded (e.g. Base64). Note The start time is the time when the Netflow trace is created. The time can be calculated by subtracting the completed time from the last timestamp that the trace was created. The Netflow trace file is not compressed. The creation will

be a bit slower as the compression may slow down 1d6a3396d6
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Key = The MAC address of the device the packet was sent from Agent = The MAC address of the device the packet was sent to Version = The Netflow version of the packet Number = The number of the flows on the source device ID = The string of the ID (7-character string) IP = The IP address of the packet. Note: ip addresses are shown in the format
2001:xxx:xxx:xxx:xxxx:xx:xxxx Received time in secs Flow ID Flow IP Flow IP Port Flow MAC Agent = The MAC address of the device the packet was sent to Key = The MAC address of the device the packet was sent from Agent = The MAC address of the device the packet was sent to Version = The Netflow version of the packet Number = The number of the flows on the
source device ID = The string of the ID (7-character string) IP = The IP address of the packet. Note: ip addresses are shown in the format 2001:xxx:xxx:xxx:xxxx:xx:xxxx Received time in secs Flow ID Flow IP Flow IP Port Flow MAC Agent = The MAC address of the device the packet was sent to Key = The MAC address of the device the packet was sent from Agent = The MAC
address of the device the packet was sent to Version = The Netflow version of the packet Number = The number of the flows on the source device ID = The string of the ID (7-character string) IP = The IP address of the packet. Note: ip addresses are shown in the format 2001:xxx:xxx:xxx:xxxx:xx:xxxx Received time in secs Flow ID Flow IP Flow IP Port Flow MAC Agent = The
MAC address of the device the packet was sent to Key = The MAC address of the device the packet was sent from Agent = The MAC address of the device the packet was sent to Version = The Netflow version of the packet Number = The number of the flows on the source device ID = The string of the ID (7-character string) IP = The IP address of the packet. Note: ip addresses
are shown in the format 2001:xxx:xxx:xxx:xxxx:xx:xxxx Received time in secs Flow ID Flow IP Flow IP Port Flow MAC Agent =

What's New in the?

Paessler Netflow Tester is tool that helps you debug bandwidth monitoring configurations. First the Netflow protocol must be enabled and configured on the router. Then the router must be given the IP address of the computer running Netflow tester so that the UDP data packets with Netflow data are sent to that computer. Just follow these simple instructions: 1) Download Paessler
Netflow Tester and then start netflowtest.exe 2) Enter the IP and port number that you have configured as netflow packet target in your Cisco Router. Usually selecting "any IP" should work, in some cases the IP must be explicitly selected. 3) Enable "Start Netflow Collector". 4) You should now see a line in the logfile for each packet the computer receives. Each line shows the time,
netflow version, number of flows and the IP of a packet (note: You need netflow version 5 for PRTG Traffic Grapher!). 5) Enable "Show Flow Data" to also show the corresponding flow data. 6) If you do not see any activity then the system does not receive any netflow data (e.g. due to misconfiguration of the router or a firewall blocking the packets). It uses the NetFlow protocol
which is described in RFC3023. In summary, it defines a record format consisting of a series of variable length fields which are separated by a specified delimiter. The field lengths are indicated in the standard, followed by the delimiter (default is a colon (:)). - NetFlow version 5 is required for Packet Tracer Version 8 or later. Usage: It dumps all Netflow records to the console, to a
file or to a ping-pong stream The history of the commands entered in the command bar can be reset Custom text can be added to the packet header The default delimiter is a colon (:). Other characters can be used as delimiters It uses the NetFlow protocol which is described in RFC3023. In summary, it defines a record format consisting of a series of variable length fields which are
separated by a specified delimiter. The field lengths are indicated in the standard, followed by the delimiter (default is a colon (:)). - NetFlow version 5 is required for Packet Tracer Version 8 or later. Usage: It dumps all Netflow records to the console, to a file or to a ping-pong stream The history of the commands entered in the command bar can be reset Custom text can be added to
the packet header The default delimiter is a colon (:). Other characters can be used as delimiters A particular delimiter is used for opening and closing delimited records as well as for each record. You must enter a different delimiter to open a record, to
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System Requirements For Paessler Netflow Tester:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 64-bit/Windows Vista 32-bit/Windows XP 32-bit/Windows 2000 32-bit/Windows 98/Windows ME Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD Phenom II X4 2.8 GHz Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8800 GT or ATI Radeon HD 2600 Pro or better Hard Disk: 15 GB of free space DirectX: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection
Additional Notes: The watermark will be applied
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